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Transatlantic 
Sonic Diplomacy 

SONIC STATE FANTASIES AND NATIONAL DESIRES
Popular music has always been able to transcend its 
entanglement as a commodity in mass culture. It has 
functioned as a means of negation, protest, dissent, 
and propaganda. As the American Studies scholar 
George Lipsitz reminds us, popular music can function 
as a “vital repository for collective memory.” Musicians 
become agents in generating “alternative archives of 
history” in the minds of listeners and fans. Today, the 
general access of citizens to audio-visual content on 
social media leads not only to furthering the “process 
of democratization in the sphere of culture production 
and distribution”2 but also increases the power of music 
to frame cultural experiences as political agendas and 
historical events. Presidential election campaigns are a 
case in point. The media landscape of World War II was 
quite different. Governments could better control and 
channel the use of popular music via a limited number 
of commercial mediators. To what degree could music 
become part of a transatlantic sonic diplomacy that 
supported a benign memory regarding Allied liberators? 

To answer this question, we need to understand the 
shared affective and discursive space in which popular 
music and politics merge. If popular culture is, as Stuart 
Hall claims, an arena of consent and resistance in the 
struggle over cultural meanings, a ground of contesta-
tion where ideologies are worked out,3 then the use of 
popular music in the Allied war effort becomes part of 
such an arena. The use of popular music to underline 
specific political messages and goals supports sonic 
state fantasies that often unfold power on a subliminal 
level. 

In the 1940s American songs functioned as an instru-
ment of propaganda, a means of entertainment, of up-
lift, divergence, recuperation, or escapism. In all these 
different roles, American composers and performers 
became in some way or another complicit with US gov-
ernmental efforts to portray American life and military 
superiority as well as to suggest opportunities and offer 
aspiration to its own people and the world at large. In 
order to address the connections between music and 

In 1942, literary critic and writer Samuel Sillen left no doubt about what he considered to be the best way to fight 
the Axis powers: “We need songs not corn. Songs that make us burn and hate against the Fascist enemy. Songs that 
make us cheer the heroism of our armed forces. Songs of dignity and hope and courage. Fighting songs that rouse 
and rally.”1 During WWII, the American music industry became complicit with the war effort. After the victory of the 
Allied Forces, the European Recovery Program activated all channels of communication, including the medium of 
music, to tell European citizens about the value of freedom and the benefits of the Marshall Plan. The Netherlands is 
a particularly interesting case to trace the impact of what I call transatlantic sonic diplomacy. How did music shape 
the Dutch memory of liberation and economic recovery? In the following article, I will trace the soft power of music 
in the 1940s. Afterward, I will investigate how Dutch liberation songs shift between attraction and repulsion towards 
the Allied liberators. 
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the cultural imaginary of a nation, the theoretician Don 
Pease has offered a compelling definition of “state fan-
tasies.” The state needs to offer scenarios in which the 
citizens (and, in the case of WWII, soldiers and civilians 
working in war-related factories, or liberated civilians) 
are invited to internalize rules, norms, agendas, and po-
litical brands. I argue that music played a constitutive 
role in the creation of a state fantasy to which Dutch 
liberation songs responded in a remarkable fashion.

MARCHING, SINGING, SWINGING: AMERICAN SONIC 
SOFT POWER 
How can we describe the music which was heard in the 
streets, bars, and public spaces in the Dutch summer of 
1945? The unique collection of Dutch liberation sheet 
music in the archive of the Freedom Museum in Groes-
beek offers an important key to better understand the 
impact of the American sonic “soft power” (in the sense 
Joseph Nye)4 and how the liberation has been remem-
bered. In World War II, the opportunities of the American 
media to frame war and victory became more complex 
than in preceding wars. Soldiers listened to the radio, 
watched films, played records, and enjoyed live perfor-
mances. Nevertheless, the traditional medium of sheet 
music continued to play a decisive role. The sheer num-
ber of songs published in the United States indicates 

that this nineteenth-century medium served its pur-
pose of rallying support, fostering a spirit of community 
among soldiers, stirring patriotism, and ridiculing or stig-
matizing the enemy. No other country involved in World 
War II produced more songs than the United States. The 
scholar and sheet-music collector Hugo Keesing creat-
ed nine categories to grasp the sonic diplomatic efforts: 

1. Isolationism/Neutrality and conscription
2. Focus on Dec. 7, 1941 – the attack on Pearl Harbor
3. Songs about Hitler, Mussolini, Hirohito, Tojo, the Jap-

anese, and others
4. Highlighting the US Army, Navy, Marines, Women in 

Service, etc.
5. Specific engagements such as the battle for Iwo Jima
6. Subsets such as rationing and shortages, blackouts, 

buying bonds, etc.
7. Songs dealing with separation, loneliness, etc.
8. Songs sung by or requested by the troops such as 

Lili Marlene
9. Songs about the war’s end and post-war adjustment.  

The medium of sheet music and access to pre-war 
American popular tunes shaped the musical memories 
of the summer of 1945 when the Netherlands was liber-
ated from the National Socialist terror regime. 
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Cover art of US American World War II songs. The US version of the song Lili Marleen is remarkable. Despite its German origin, the cover identifies “Lili Marleen” as “The Song–
Hit of the Allied Forces” (photo: Hugo Keesing)
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‘IK KAN NIET SWINGEN!’: DUTCH LIBERATION SONGS 
The Dutch liberation songs embraced US marketing 
strategies through elaborate cover art as a means for 
potential buyers and performers to get an idea of what 
the song was about. What kind of music can we identify 
in the collection of Dutch liberation songs? There are 
five categories particularly relevant to express a new 
sense of freedom: hymns, love songs, marches, boo-
gie-woogie and swing, and foxtrot songs. The cover art, 
the lyrics, the music, and public performances collec-
tively function as a means for self-expression, self- af-
firmation, and sonic state fantasies of Dutch citizens 
during and after the liberation. These audio-visual and 
textual products respond to the cultural encounters with 
one or several reference cultures of the liberators. The 
performance of liberation articulated a Dutch national 
fantasy of a better and exciting future.

Contrary to the aesthetics of marching practiced by the 
National Socialists and the NSB, the African-American 
genre of boogie-woogie and, in particular, the emerg-
ing swing movement focused on individual expression 
of vitality through dance rather than paramilitary exer-
cises accompanied by a steady beat. The piano-based 
boogie-woogie, with its recognizable melodic bass lines 
and syncopated rhythms, became most popular in the 
1930s with swing bands led by, for example, Tommy 
Dorsey or Glenn Miller. In the Netherlands, the song 
“Gee, I like this Boogey Woogey Swing” from 1945 by 
Han Ninaber testifies to the function of music to help 
overcome sadness and sorrow. Not surprisingly, without 
access to actual recordings or live performances, early 
efforts of Dutch composers to utilize these novel genres 
produced an often awkward appropriation. For example, 
the Dutch liberation song “Ik kan niet swingen” (I can-
not swing) points to the gap between the desire to par-
ticipate in the new musical dance sensation from the 
US and the inability to do so shortly after the liberation. 
As a matter of fact, the song “Ik kan niet swingen” is 
composed as a foxtrot. As Duke Ellington would have 
said: “it don’t mean a thing if it ain’t got that swing.” 
The Dutch would soon catch up and, after the end of 
the war, welcome African-American performers in their 
concert venues.5 

Many of the liberation songs breathe the exciting at-
mosphere of intercultural encounters between Dutch 
people and the Allied forces from Canada, the UK, and 
the United States. In a lighthearted manner, they make 
fun of cultural misunderstandings or language prob-
lems. Examples include Jack Millar’s “White Stripes in 
a Sky of Blue,” dedicated to the Allied Air Forces “who 
in cause of freedom, flew over Holland,” or Jack Bulter-
man’s foxtrot “Snoezepoes,” in which an Allied soldier 

addresses every stereotype conceivable about romantic 
encounters with a Dutch girl on a bench. Jack Bulter-
man, a composer and multi-talented musician on pi-
ano, trumpet, and accordion, represents a key figure in 
the liberation songs genre. He built on his work for a 
well-known Dutch dance orchestra, The Ramblers, and 
translated cabaret elements to the sonic experience of 
liberation between 1944 and 1945. His light and joyful 
songs struck a chord with both Dutch citizens and Allied 
liberators.6

A large number of liberation songs express gratitude to-
wards the liberators in numbers such as “Thanks Tom-
mies!” or “Sing your Song of Thanks (to the Tommies 
and their Tanks).” Some of the most memorable songs 
address the transatlantic romantic encounters using a 
humorous mix of Dutch and English lyrics in songs such 
as “Mijn Tommy uit Canada.” One of the few songs that 
actually entered Dutch cultural memory is the march 
“Trees heeft een Canadees.” It would not take long un-
til the lighthearted approach to intercultural encounters 
turned bitter sweet when more than 2000 so-called war 
brides embarked on ships across the ocean in search 
of a better life beyond the war-torn ruins and sites of de-
struction in the Netherlands. More would follow suit to 
emigrate and join their sweethearts from Great Britain 
or the United States. 

Cover of the Marshall Plan song “America We Thank You” (1949) (photo: Allard 
Pierson, Universiteit van Amsterdam, theatercollectie)
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“AMERICA WE THANK YOU”? CONSENT AND RESISTANCE
The public’s fantasy of a hopeful future is reflected in 
songs that emphasize gratitude to the Allied forces. Cul-
tural practices such as singing are an indicator of how 
a nation and its citizens coped with moments of crisis. 
Ar Colijn composed a sonic memorial of gratitude in the 
1945 song “The Bells Now Ring Again.” After the end 
of the war, those bells which were not used for Nazi 
production of war materiel returned to the Dutch church 
towers and reminded citizens that these sounds herald-
ed a new era of transatlantic friendship. It was time to 
sing and be grateful. Colijn addresses specifically the 
British and American soldiers. “Let’s elevate our voice,/ 
sing to the Tommy boys/ our songs of gratitude.” Anoth-
er verse celebrates unabashedly the newly won sense 
of freedom with American “brotherhood”: “Liberty!!!/ 
Now shake hands,/ with the Americans,/ in steady 
brotherhood,/ and cheery mood.” United States cultur-
al diplomacy set out to produce a memory of gratitude 
towards the liberators. For example, the European Re-
covery Program called for easy-to-understand messages 
about why the US would support the economy of former 
foes and friends. The Dutch artist Jo Spier successfully 
delivered this kind of narrative in the booklet Het Mar-

shall-Plan en U! (1948). In a striking cartoon he exempli-
fied the benefits of American support for individual cit-
izens. “Zonder Marshall hulp kunnen de Schoorstenen 
niet meer roken / en u ook niet!” Spier thus became an 
agent in American public diplomacy. 

The approach of Dutch artists also translated into songs 
such as “Marshall Liedje” from 1948 by Lou Bandy & 
The Ramblers. The mastermind behind the European 
Recovery Program, George C. Marshall, is celebrated as 
a modern-day Sinterklaas whose “financial presents” 
allegedly turned the country into one great party. “Mar-
shall, Marshall/ Kom toch gauw/ Want heel Europa zit 
aan lager wal/ Marshall, Marshall/Kom ons helpen uit 
dat financiële tranendal/ Oh, Sint Marshall kapoentje,/ 
Kom gooi wat in m’n schoentje/ Marshall, Marshall/ 
Overal waar de centjes zijn, daar is het bal.” While the 
song seems to celebrate Marshall aid, the ironic un-
dertone – which would most likely escape American au-
thorities – suggests that Dutch citizens agreed to be 
treated like children as long as the money kept coming 
in. In a similar fashion, the song “America We Thank 
You!” from 1949 offers a mix Dutch and English lyrics 
in the chorus. Should a listener be unfamiliar with the 
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Frank Mehring and pianist Jan Hendriks talk about liberation songs at his last concert shortly before his death. May 21, 2017 (photo: Siax de Bekker)
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Dutch language, the only lines that would make sense 
are “America we thank you” and “Good old America.” 
On a surface level, the chorus explains that the Dutch 
are grateful for all the good things that the US did. Now, 
however, it is time for the US to stop treating the Neth-
erlands like emasculated small children. The final line 
of the chorus is a command: “Geef Holland toch ‘Vrij 
baan!’” The cover of the song sheet shows a stereotyp-
ical little Dutch girl with a bonnet, tulips, and wooden 
shoes standing in a field of flowers. She expresses her 
gratitude to a towering Uncle Sam in front of modern 
skyscrapers. The cover visualizes a coded meaning: 
staging agreement to American clichés of Dutchness as 
long as there is something to be gained. It certainly did 
not escape Dutch citizens that the Marshall Plan was 
a kind of leading edge of “U.S. cultural imperialism.”7 
Considering these ambivalent responses to American 
soft power, popular music emerges, in the sense of Stu-
art Hall, as an arena of consent and resistance in the 
struggle over cultural meanings.

LIVING HISTORY AND PERSONAL AFFECTIONS 
Seventy-five years after the end of WWII, it is easy to 
take the values of freedom, democracy, open borders, 
and peace in the European Union for granted. While the 
glue for holding the European Union together used to be 
a shared generation’s “passion for American culture,”8 
current polls document a growing disenchantment with 
the United States. What Martha Bayles described as 
the “slow death of public diplomacy”9 plays into con-
tradictions, misunderstanding, and estrangement. This 
is a good time trace the power of music as a glue be-
tween people and nations to confront crises. I would 
like to share an experience of transatlantic sonic di-
plomacy and gratitude on a personal level. The Dutch 
architect Jan Hendriks (1925-2017) was one of the 
young pianists who at the age of 19 played popular 
American songs such as “Blue Skies,” “Mood Indigo,” 
or “In the Mood” for Allied soldiers after the city of  
Nijmegen was liberated during Operation Market Garden 
in the fall of 1944. He continued to play these songs 
in bars, museums, and other public venues until less 
than three weeks before his death at the age of 91. In 
his concerts, he reminded his audience of the manifold 
functions of music in times of crisis. For one, it helped 
him to continue with his life after the experience of ter-
ror, destruction, and trauma. “Erop terugkijkend denk 
ik, dat ik met de muziek eigenlijk de oorlog heb over-
leefd.”10 Jan did not limit his performances to telling 
an exclusively Dutch story. For example, between 2015 
and 2017, Jan invited me, a German scholar teaching 
American Studies in the Netherlands, to sing with him 
songs to commemorate the feeling of being free again. 
It was a profoundly generous gesture from his side. It 

made me humble, grateful, and hopeful. Jan embraced 
popular music as a vital glue to create transatlantic and 
European bridges to the past, to acknowledge the evil 
of war, but send a message of hope: music is a power 
that helps us to survive and to initiate the process of 
healing.11 “Play it Again,” Jan.
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